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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
Thank you so much for your interest in this class! I am a longtime woodcarver and jeweler who recently got into 
carving stone after years of assuming it would be way too difficult. I can’t wait to show you how approachable 
small-scale stone carving can be! My plan at the moment is to work with a relatively soft stone called chlorite that 
polishes to a velvety black, but we’ll talk about other materials and you should feel free to bring things to try.  
 
And once you have your beautifully carved stone, we’ll design and make a setting so that you can show it off! I’ll 
show you flexible approaches ranging from simply drilling and gluing your setting into the stone, to fabricating 
shaped bezels or prong settings. Our goal is to create work in which the setting and the stone harmonize. Any 
style of jewelry will be an option--although the softness of the stone means it’s not great for an everyday ring. 
 
Please come to class ready to play and experiment, free of the expectation that the piece you make will be your 
masterwork. Carving stone requires time and patience and will get easier with experience; same goes for making 
settings. 
 
I am trying to keep the class costs as low as possible. The precious metals below are a suggestion; Rio Grande 
(riogrande.com) is an easy source for metals. If you are confident with your soldering skills or anticipate working 
quickly, bring more silver. If you are newer to this or budget is a concern, order brass instead; it most case it 
behaves like sterling silver, so you can make a model setting in brass and then make it again in silver (I still do 
this for tricky projects!). Since all of our projects will be so different it is impossible to make a shopping list that 
covers every possibility, but sometimes limitations lead to breakthroughs. Bring what feels appropriate for your 
work or the designs you tend to like. Or if you make a lot of settings in your normal life, you may prefer to spend 
more of your class time on stone carving--and that’s just fine. 
 
In addition to the supplies below please also bring something that helps you to shift gears when you feel tired or 
frustrated--seriously! 
 
MATERIALS LIST 
 

! *Notebook or *sketchbook 
! Reusable N95 *dustmask 
! *Eye protection 
! Ear protection/*ear plugs 
! *Fine-tipped Sharpie marker 
! *Chunky Sharpie marker 
! Any favorite jewelry *hand tools 
! 1-2’ each *hard and *med. Silver solder 
! 4x4” *20g copper sheet 
! Images of jewelry, carving, or objects that inspire you 
! 1-2 *doz 2/0 jeweler’s sawblades 
! 24” 20g round sterling wire 
! 16g round sterling wire 
! 14g round sterling wire 
! Approximately 1x6” 26g sterling sheet 
! Approximately 2x2” 20g sterling silver sheet 
! Any stones or hard materials that you would like to try carving! 
! *Flash drive (to protect and save data to and from Library computers) 
! *Padlock for your studio locker, if desired (For rent in the Supply Store for the week) 

 



All Items marked with an “*” are available for purchase in the Supply Store. The Supply Store 
carries limited amounts of sterling silver, please purchase in advance if you choose to work in 
sterling silver. 
 
 
MATERIALS FEES: $60.00-$140.00 
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the 
studio by the entire class.  In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class 
basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in 
the class.  Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.   
 
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor                                                              
 
If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor: 

byjuliaharrison@gmail.com 
www.juliaharrison.net 

 


